Reflections on a Global
Pandemic: Young Voices
The global COVID-19 pandemic has come as a huge shock to all of us. These
are uncertain times. In a short period of time, the Pandemic has challenged
our attitudes and behaviours radically. It has impacted lives of millions of
people in unimaginable ways, and the changes have been taking place so
quickly that most of the world's population has been caught off guard. We
have been trying to adapt to this new reality hoping that the pandemic will
end soon. However, it is impossible to predict how long it will last and what
consequences it will have for all. Hence we thought it will be great to get
insights from our young members, about their experiences and feelings
during the lockdown period in Moscow. This will not only allow our young
readers to explore and express their own thoughts and feeling, but will also
give adults an opportunity to access their minds, for they represent the
future.
The range of responses we received was amazing. While some articulated
their thoughts and views at length, exploring various dimensions, others
wrote briefly, but with powerful impact. A few words were used to say a lot.
We therefore thought it best to leave the overall length of the responses as
they were, while making minor edits.
We hope you will enjoy reading these pieces, as much as we did, reviewing,
curating and editing these.

Andrei Garzon
During the rather difficult quarantine period, which is over now, I had quite a
few eventful weeks, as much as I had some routine normal days. My most
vivid experience during the lock down period has been meeting friends
online. Forme it was a completely unique and novel way of meeting people.
Moreover,these were not just the usual Skype or Zoom calls where we
discuss about life in general, or activities or events .We went on to spend
several virtual birthdays together,played games, had contests, and even
sang and exchanged gifts online. My friend was so inspired by this whole
idea that he even started a project based on this theme, which is slowly
developing now.
However, once the lock down measures was lifted and we returned to
meeting each other face-to-face meetings, I think our virtual meetings and
celebrations will reduce. This is not a surprise, because as human beings,
personal one to one interactions and human touch is important to us, and
can never be replaced fully through virtual means. At the same time, not
being able to meet face to face will no longer be an impediment to being in
touch and sharing our lives. The lockdown period had its share of unusual
and interesting developments for me personal. During this period I
successfully managed to work as a translator (what more, I was translator
for a series), a lecturer and even a doctors assistant. Well, the essence, or

the bottom line is I spent the lockdown usefully and cheerfully, although the
disadvantages caused by the lock down was highly undesirable.

АндрейГарзон
За довольно непростой, но уже прошедший карантинный период у
меня были как насыщенные событиями недели, так и просто рутинные
дни. Самыми ярким для меня за этот карантин были онлайн встречи с
друзьями - совершенно новый для меня формат. Причём это были не
просто скайпы или зумы, где мы говорили о жизни, а полноценные
мероприятия. Таким образом мы даже провели несколько дней
рождений: игры, конкурсы, настолки, песни, подарки и так далее. Мой
друг так вдохновился идеей, что даже запустил проект с такой
тематикой, который сейчас по-тихоньку развивается. Однако, как
только меры сняли и мы вернулись к очным встречам онлайн мы уже
почти не собираемся. Ну это и не удивительно - онлайн конечно
возможная замена, но личный контактникогда не заменит.Ещё не
совсем впечатлением, а интересным опытом было освоение разных
несвойственных мне дел. Так, я за карантин успел поработать и
переводчиком (причём переводчиком сериала), и лектором, и даже
помощником врача. В сухом остатке я провёл карантин с пользой и
весельем, но конечно лучше чтоб всего этого не было.

Aanisha Garzon
Hello everyone! One of the happiest and most vivid moments during the
time of the lockdown was the moment when it was announced that our
exams stood cancelled. I was talking to my best friend, when one of our
classmates wrote on our class chat, asking whether we our exams were
going to be held or not. We were surprised by the question. Our class
teacher Svetlana Anatolyevna replied that exams had been canceleld. We
were stunned! My friends and I screamed in joy and everyone in the house
got very scared. My aunt, who was at home that time , got very scared and
came up to me. She thought something bad had happened to me. But No!
Those were screams and tears of happiness. We were very happy. After this,
when the lockdown period was over, whenever my best friends and I went
for walks, we would talk and reminisce about this funny situation with a
sense of amusement and nostalgia.

Ааниша Гарзон
Привет! Одним из самых ярких и радостных моментов во время
карантина, это момент когда у нас отменили экзамены. Я в этот
момент разговаривала со своей лучшей подругой. Пока я
разговаривала, в наш классный чат написал мой одноклассник. Он

спросил, будут ли у нас экзамены. Мы удивились. Наша классная
руководительница, Светлана Анатольевна, написала, что у нас не
будет экзаменов. В этот момент мы были в шоке. Я закричала вместе
со своей подругой. Все в доме очень сильно испугались. Моя тётя,
которая в это время была дома, очень испугалась и быстро поднялась
ко мне. Она подумала, что что-то произошло со мной. Но нет! Это были
крики и слёзы радости! Мы все так волновались и были очень
счатливы! В итоге, когда у нас «закончился» карантин, мы с моими
лучшими подружками пошли гулять, и обсуждали эту весёлую и
смешную ситуацию!

Uditangshu Aurangabadkar
The covid-19 pandemic has changed the world in multiple ways. Masks,
gloves and anti-septic spray have become staple. This was during the initial
period of the lockdown. Like everyone else, I too succumbed to panic and
started hoarding essential goods including food items. Naturally, I went to a

hypermarket and found myself stuck at the long queue at the entrance.
Only a handful were wearing masks, and among them hardly anyone was
wearing gloves. Now most people usually wear surgical masks, others tend
to buy masks made of cloth. The thing that I remember from that moment,
amid of the mayhem of buying canned goods, was a person wearing a
military grade face mask. Today I must admit that was probably the most
effective ways to avoid getting infected in that chaotic situation!

Manas Kumar
The lockdown that happened in Russia brought a hard time on all of us. It
was an unusual event that occurred all of a sudden. However, to get
through it I was fortunate enough to have my family with me during those
times, and I also had my friends who I played video games with online.
However, my brightest memory of lockdown was my family and I getting
together every evening to play a game of ludo (a board game). We played
this every evening without missing a day. It usually used to be after the tea
time we started having regularly every day. This brought all of us closer to
each other, as this was not something we used to do before lockdown.
These special moments enjoyed together with the family played a huge role
in getting all of us through lockdown.

Manwi Singh
King’s College London
Biomedical Sciences
Year One
When we celebrated the eve of 2020, I remember being very anxious and
yet excited about the end of the decade. Moreover, 2020 was, or I should
say is, supposed to be a landmark in our lives. Finishing our schooling, we
were moving on from a steady and largely organized aspect of our lives that
lasted for 12 long years. I recall being extremely nervous about exams, but I
kept telling myself that so many people have gone through the same end of
school transition in the past, and they have come out of it unscathed, and
so would we. So I started diligently preparing for my exams, joking around
with my friends about having a case of ‘seniorities’ (for those of you who are
unaware of this slang, it refers to people in their final years of school or
college who experience lack of motivation and laziness amongst other
things) and procrastinating on making a study regime for revisions. Soon
enough, I begin to hear my Asian friends’ rant about some guy on the
internet eating a raw bat and starting an epidemic? Interesting, huh? Well, it

does not really concern me; I am thousands of miles away! It just going to
be one of those stories you hear about on the news, dwell on it for a while
and then focus on more individually pressing matters (like exams). It is a
bittersweet feeling now, but we also were seriously planning trips to places
we could go during the buffer period after exams and before our colleges
begin in the fall.

Few months fast-forward and we are suddenly having our teachers propose
online alternatives to classroom activities and indicate a complete closure of
the school campus. There is a whole pandemic going on, but you will still
have your exams, good luck! All the teachers are leaving for their home
countries so that in case they get infected, they have access to trusted
healthcare; however you, class of 2020, get to stay and wait to write your
exams good luck! We will not be able to cover the whole syllabus in time
and do practice but good luck! Honestly, the situation was so absurd that I
was not even angry. Ah so this is how we are doing things now? Okay!

Lockdown was an interesting time at first. We were all scrambling to find a
routine in our new normal and it was working out differently for everyone. I
am certain that if I had to sit my exams after two months of quarantine, I
would have been a huge disappointment. But viola, no exams. No exams
meant I had an enormous amount of time on my hands that I did not know
what to with, so I am catching up on some (a lot) of sleep now. Not having
exams was something I had not even considered, and our school
representative emphasized how this has happened for the first time in IB’s
(International Baccalaureate’s) history. Constantly being reassured that the
IB had ways to ensure that we were graded accurately, my peers and I were
in a state of restless peace. We were now the infamous class of 2020, with
various celebrities addressing us and news channels covering our situation.
This just escalated when the results came out. Major educational boards
really did not handle the grading part well and a lot of students were

affected. Amongst us there was a massive hysteria leading to spamming
emails to both universities and our teachers. Grades given to us based on
an algorithm, reflecting an exam that we did not even sit- was going to
dictate weather we were to get into our dream universities or not. This was
the next level of ‘a number shouldn’t represent a student’.
Even the prospect of going to college seemed like a dicey situation till then
end. Some are staying behind to attend online classes whilst others have
already begun their studies on campus. The pandemic is far from over and
still there is heavy uncertainty amongst the students. Countries like the UK
have invited thousands of students into their borders but now are shutting
down campuses. Some say this has been a strategic move to boost the
economy, but who really can tell for sure.

Although this seems like a bleak overview of the situation, it really forces us
to reflect on the structure of our society and how we have allowed for this
virus to force us into a new way of living. There has been massive debate on
how things should have been handled and are to be handled, but I hope that
we are able to walk away from this situation with lessons that we can
mutually agree on.

Akanksha Kumari
Queen’s Mary University, London
Law with Business
Early on in the year 2020 the world was shaken with the news of the arising
pandemic. And no one would have imagined that it would have led us to a
totally different way of living. For a final year high school student whose
future seemed to be unclear, the situation was quite stressful.

My prep exams were being held and every new day brought chaotic news.
For a while I had no idea how the situation could affect me in the long term.
But soon when my final Board exams were going to be held, there was news
striking for a future lockdown in the city. I was trying to focus on studies but
everything seemed to be vague in my mind. As my exams were
approaching the only goal I could set my mind was that I should give my
best now, never mind whatever the future holds for me. Half past my exam
month, news came on the cancellation of the papers that couldn't be taken
before the lockdown. And soon the lockdown was also imposed in the city.

At this point I had many questions pouring into my mind: what if I don't
meet my required offer for university? What if my scores are affected by the
exams I was not able to write? And so on.

During the lockdown the only one thing that kept me happy was my family.
They were the ones who kept on cheering me and saying that everything
will be ok and just like all the students in the world you will also get through
this. After 2 months came the D-DAY for me that was the results day. The
night before I hardly got any sleep and soon as the news came in to check
our results my mind was literally filled with all sorts of thoughts about
whether I will make it or not. The moment when my results came out I
poured my eyes out as I had met all my requirements and my hard work
seemed to pay off despite the odds that I faced this year.
After the school results,when my university acceptance came in, I finally
realized that I had made it through the toughest times of this year. But soon
the university sent an email confirming that the first semester of the course
will be online due to the rising pandemic. Things were slowly getting on
track but again it was all for a short time.

2020 for me was supposed to be a special year as I was excited to enter into
a new phase and that was my “uni life”. But nothing seemed to go in a
planned way. Even at this point I cannot even think of my future as my
present itself is pretty unclear. My university has started and I am trying my
best to adjust in this new education pattern. I do hope that somehow the
situation will soon get back normal and that the whole world will come back
on track.

Aarushi Chatterjee
When the WHO (World Health Organization) declared COVID-19 as a global
pandemic, schools all over the world started to close their doors to
students.
The coronavirus impacted my life because many travel plans had to get
cancelled. This year was my last year in Moscow, and the campus had to
close 3 months early. I felt sad, and let down because I really wanted to
have the full experience of this year especially since it was my last. I am,
however, glad that I had two last days to be able to say goodbye to all my
friends, classmates, and teachers. COVID-19 did however bring me closer to
some other people. I was not going to school, so I had a lot of time to walk
around my compound. I started to walk with my mom every morning. I think
that really helped me calm down and brought structure to my life. I was so
used to having a schedule for what I need to do at school, so when the
pandemic shut everything down I felt lost and isolated. The morning walks
helped me see other people and gave me a sort of reassurance because I
could see that I wasn't alone.

Now I have moved to Vienna, Austria and we will not be able to celebrate
Durga Puja here due to the Coronavirus restrictions. I hope that the Moscow

Durga Puja will be livestreamed so I can tune in with my family and feel a
part of the community even if we aren't near.

Ayushi Das,
Class 12,
Embassy of India School, Moscow

LIFE DURING THE PANDEMIC
Who would have thought that a little virus can impact the world in such a
way? The COVID-19 pandemic turned out to be an entirely unexpected
episode in human history. And it affected our lives greatly. But let’s take a
step back and talk about the initial days of its being.

The corona virus was first reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, China.
However, the outbreak was declared a Public Health Emergency of
International Concern by the World Health Organization (WHO) only in
January 2020, and was recognized as a pandemic in March 2020. So we can
say that it took us a while to understand the destruction that the virus could
cause. On a more scientific note, corona virus is a retrovirus of the SARS
family. It is highly contagious and spreads through droplets from cough,
sneeze or simple talking by the infected person. Since its symptoms are
rather similar to normal common flu, it becomes quite difficult to distinguish
it.
I personally first understood the dangers of COVID-19 when our final exams
got cancelled and were taken online. I didn’t realize at that time that it
would be such a long adventure. Soon, complete lockdown was declared
and all of us were stuck in the safety of our homes. It was alright for the first
couple of weeks but the boredom started to really hit after that.
There was nothing left to do! So I decided to take this opportunity to learn
new things, starting with cooking. To be honest, I did not know how to make
anything before. My sister and I made so many different dishes- pasta from
scratch, pizza, donuts, cakes, mushroom stir fry and so much more! Since I
had so much time on my hands, I decided to take up an online course. After
a little research I found a course from Harvard University about importance
of community health workers. There were many other courses but I took this
particular one as it was a little longer and a bit more challenging. At the end
of this course I got a certificate which was very rewarding. This course was
very helpful and interactive. I learnt many new things and also got the
opportunity to know the perspectives of different health workers in Ethiopia,
Bangladesh and Liberia. I also tried to renew my creative side and practiced
a lot of sketches and doodling. This lockdown also gave all of us an
opportunity to spend more time with our families and have some good

quality time. I also tried to cut my dad’s hair, which didn’t go as bad as I
thought!
Hygiene and sanitation also played a very important role. Boosting
immunity became the ultimate goal. The effect of corona virus can be
minimized only when our body is ready to fight it. The immune system
needs to be quick and precise in its action and this can only be improved
when we have the proper nutrients. So our diets changed drastically. Ginger
water with lemon was the replacement of cold drinks and juice. Mom’s
traditional ayurvedic recipes came into play. Yoga and regular exercise
became one of the ways to kill time.
However, because of the pandemic schools had been shut down and online
classes started. This meant that we couldn’t meet our friends from school.
But surprisingly, the online way of teaching was very effective. It was more
productive as the teachers didn’t have to deal with our mischief. The online
way of schooling was more comfortable. Being able to attend all your
classes in your pajamas is certainly a plus point. During this pandemic new
trends also evolved. We all know what dolgona coffee is and I’m sure all of
us have tried making it. We also have played online ludo with our friends.
We all know what zoom is and it has become probably the most used app by
all of us. All this was fine, but we also needed more human interactionsocializing. Thank god we live in the times of the internet and video calls;
otherwise this quarantine period would’ve been a disaster.
Now lockdown has ended and we are starting to move about outside. The
first day we went out felt magical, even though it was just the park outside
my house. Now, thanks to this pandemic, our lifestyles have changed.
Instead of carrying lipsticks and perfume in our bags, we carry sanitizers,
gloves and masks. Instead of coming home tired and jumping into our beds,
we wash our hands for 20 seconds and immediately go to take a shower.

All in all, the pandemic taught us the importance of family, time and
nurturing new hobbies. Ittaught us life skills, which we weren’t able to
practice because of our busy schedules. It taught us the importance of
hygiene and self-care. It taught us that even though we are apart, we can
be together in oneness.

Richick Sengupta
I think I was the busiest person during lockdown (laughs). On 25th June I
defended my Mathematic PhD thesis at the Central Economic Mathematical
Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, an economic research
institute in Moscow. My thesis was titled “Study of properties of fixed points
and minima of functionals in (q1, q2) - quasimetric spaces”. Gearing for
thesis defence, the two prior months I was completely occupied collecting
documents from different institutes, a rather painstaking process. Since
movements were restricted and most institutes were closed, I had to use
courier service actively. So almost every day I would be waiting to greet the
courier guys to collect some document or the other. It was like a daily ritual!
I had to liaise with institutes of other cities like Tambov and Voronezh. As

my defend date neared, I even had to go out myself to organize things. So
yes, it was a busy lockdown! (Laughs again).

Avishi Das,
Class- IX,
Embassy of India School, Moscow
How Will We Remember the Coronavirus Pandemic?
Year 2020. Just hearing this just brings so many thoughts to our mind,
some not so joyful but still we can think of quite a few good things. Today I
am going to share my experience during the Corona Virus pandemic.
With the beginning of the year 2020, I made various plans, resolutions and
promises to myself. But then the lockdown started due to the COVID-19
Pandemic and it felt like the entire universeturned upside down. Every
single channel I flipped through on my television was showing thisnews that
most parts of the globe are going into strict. Many of us thought that this is
going to be a small thing and would end within a week or so, but little did
we know, this would become a major historical event.

As this started, I took the time to do activities that I had never done before.
Everyday staying at home didn’t just mean getting bored all day. I managed
to find loads of new things that I could try. The very first thing I was
interested in trying was cooking. I did my fair share of research before
messing up my mom’s kitchen. Learning how to bake cookies was first on
my list, I looked up various websites and tutorials, and had a lot of failed
batches but eventually on my third attempt I managed to make some
finger-licking cookies, and then after this I tried many more dishes like pizza
and pasta from scratch. Now every Friday has turned into pizza night at my
house.
Besides cooking I also had a chance to use this time to draw and paint. I
came across this very beautiful way of art which are doodles, zentangles
and mandalas, which I also tried making.
Another interesting new thing I participated in was a digital MUN (Model
United Nations) Conference. MUN or Model United Nations is an educational
activity in which students can learn about diplomacy, international relations,
and the United Nations. It is meant to engage students and allow them to
develop deeper understanding into current world issues. Due to the current
situation this year, the conference took place digitally through zoom. I was
selected to represent the country Italy in the committee of United Nations
Women, in which we discussed major issues like gender discrimination,
women empowerment etc. This was definitely the best experience I had
during this period because I had never participated in anything like this
before. During this interaction, I made lots of new friends across the globe
and this made me realize how blessed we are to be able to use technology
in the comfort of our homes.
During these devastating times, technology has been something that is
being used by the entire world because it was our only means of staying
connected with our near and dear ones. Applications like zoom and google
meets became something that we would open every morning for school or

talking with friends. Online school was also a quite fun experience, but after
4 months of it, I wouldn’t mind going back to our normal routine and
meeting with my friends because I missed them a lot. Use of technology for
birthday and anniversary parties also became a new way of celebrations.
After the lockdown restrictions had been relaxed, going outside with full
protection and precaution was a must. Masks, gloves and sanitizer were
something we could never forget. During this period, watching the news
helped me gain a lot of information about proper methods of hygiene,
sanitation and I also learnt a lot about our immune system. Boosting our
immunity was the best recommendation given by all the experts to ensure
safety against the virus. Yoga, pranayama and haldidoodh were the three
key factors, our family had to obey!
This year we will truly miss our Durga Puja celebrations. From Shasti to
Dashmi to all the programs we performed, we will miss it all. Attending the
arti in the evening, wearing new clothes from our wardrobe, meeting our
friends at the venue is something we look forward to every year.
Hearing the number of cases are rising day by day and possibilities of going
into another lockdown created a sense of fear in all our minds. But this
taught us all that health is our top most priority, other things like work,
school, travelling could all press a pause but not our health,it can never be
compromised.
On the auspicious occasion of Navratri, I hope Maa Durga blesses all of us
with good health!

Sahithya Mahadevan
The brightest memory from the lockdown has been the times my family and
I just got to sit down and have tea at 5pm every day. It sounds pretty
mundane, but I think it's helped us got to know each so much better and
has strengthened our bond.

Sanchari Mukhopadhyay
This lockdown has taught me to appreciate the little things in life such as
spending time with my family, talking to my friends and more. From fighting
in monopoly to cheating in Ludo there’s nothing I could do better. I have
really loved this lockdown as it has also reminded me to stay hygienic and
to stay positive.

This Durga Puja even if we are not able to meet where we usually do, I
assure you that it will still be a memorable puja. COVID can’t stop Durga Ma
from visiting us! COVID can’t stop us from celebrating! This Durga Puja I
can’t wait to join zoom calls and YouTube lives to see people celebrating
from their homes safely. I can’t wait for the celebrations to begin!

Prarthana Mukhopadhyay
Among other lovely memories of the lockdown period, my most precious
one was spending time with my family. Especially my dad as he is an
incredibly busy man. Some of the other things we did during this time was
starting our own little kitchen garden. This lockdown gave me a wonderful
opportunity to create unforgettable memories like playing board games,
watching movies and learning how to cook and appreciate yummy food
cooked by master chefs like my parents and Nani before heading off to
university. I must not forget to mention my little sister Sanchari, who made
sure to keep a smile on our faces and made us laugh every single day. This
year puja will be celebrated a little differently, I will definitely miss the
Moscow Durga Puja but I’d still love to wear new clothes and catch a
glimpse of MaDurga in different pandals all over the world through social
media platforms.

Hrittika Baruri
Her Digital Art

In order to cope with the boredom during the lockdown period, I did two
things regularly. For a whiff of fresh air, I used to go for a walk with my
friends to a nearby park. The greenery of the park and the company of my
friends was soothing. I also revived my practice of digital art, which I
immensely enjoy. Often I used to sketch my favourite musicians and artists.

Arnav Kumar
The pandemic is an unprecedented crisis that shook us up to the core. The streets
were completely empty during lockdown, without a single car passing by. It was
kind of scary. We had to get used to online learning which was not easy. Our
teachers tried their best to adapt to the new ways of teaching, updating their
technical infrastructure as best as they could. Even then we missed the face to
face interaction, the bonding and warmth associated with it.

There was one event in particular which I thoroughly enjoyed.
I participated in an International speech contest hosted by
India's International Movement to Unite Nations (I.I.M.U.N.)
which is the world’s largest youth-run organisation that aims
to bring the world closer and empowers the youth by enabling
them to solve global problems at an individual level. It was an
amazing

experience

to

participate

in

a

group

of

156

candidates from ten different countries. I had to represent

Iran and speak about the current political situation. There was
stimulating exchange of ideas regarding different ways of
dealing with the ongoing crisis. It was a great learning
experience!

